
RETROSPECTIVE REFERRING TO THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
SECTION MOSTAR SOUTH – BUNA, SUBSECTION MOSTAR SOUTH – TUNNEL KVANJ 

The mission of JP Autoceste FBiH is to build, manage and maintain road infrastructure, acting in 
a socially responsible manner and putting special focus on improved environmental and social 
impact as well as on traffic safety. Our activities are not limited only to the construction and 
development of modern motorways; we believe that they make a positive contribution to the 
social, economic and cultural development of local communities, care and responsibility to the 
people and environment they live in. 

Corridor Vc is a key investment for the country which will strengthen the economy, social 
interaction and regional integration.  

Subsection Mostar south – Tunnel Kvanj is 9.2 kilometres long and will be built according to the 
model from the Yellow FIDIC which implies that chosen contractor creates the main design based 
on the preliminary design of the employer.  

This design is of public interest and will be of importance for the city of Mostar and the entire 
community, such as improved transport services, decreased traffic on local roads, improved 
approach to regional transport infrastructure and tourist destinations. 

The public procurement is conducted pursuant to the international procedures through Open 
procedure with pre-qualification. Call for tenders for the construction was published on 23 
December 2020. 

LEGAL BASIS OF THE ALIGNMENT  

The Law on Spatial Planning and Use of Land in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
regulates the planning of the use of land at the level of FBiH through the creation and issuing of 
planning documents and their implementation. This law determines the obligation of creation of 
planning documents for areas of importance for the Federation – spatial plans for the areas with 
special characteristics. Article 17 of the abovementioned law defines areas with special 
characteristics for which Spatial Plan of Area with Special Characteristics of FBiH is issued, 
including corridors and traffic structures in international traffic. Motorway on the Corridor Vc is an 
international infrastructure project and, according to the aforementioned Article of the Law, Spatial 
Plan of Area with Special Characteristics of importance for FBiH is issued for its purpose.  

Activities on the construction of aforementioned plan were started with issuing the Decision on 
Making Area of “Motorways on the Corridor Vc" Area of with Special Characteristics of importance 
for FBiH and Decision on Approach to Creation of Spatial Plan of the Area with Special 
Characteristics of Importance for the Federation of BiH "Motorways on the Corridor Vc" for the 
period from 2008 to 2028.  

In accordance with conclusions of conducted public consultations, during the procedure of 
adoption of Spatial Development Plan, the Government of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
adopted the Spatial Development Plan without defining the route of the motorway on the location 
Blagaj and Počitelj, for which, because the locals protested, additional research and duty to find 
alternative solutions with the deadline of six months were envisaged. This decision was confirmed 
by the Parliament of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina at the meeting of the House of 
Representatives held on 25 March 2010. Upon completed additional geological research and 



multicriteria comparative analysis of proposed alignments, missing alignments of the motorway 
on locations Počitelj and Blagaj were determined and they were accepted by the Ministry of 
Spatial Planning in 2011 and they were contemplated in the following phases of the creation of 
the plan.  

In accordance with the conclusions of both houses of Parliament of Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, legal regulations, Spatial Plan Draft was submitted for public inspection that lasted 
for 30 days within which two public discussions were held, in Mostar and Sarajevo. After the end 
of public inspection and after opinions of Plan designed and preparation work holder harmonised, 
Proposal of the plan was created. The aforementioned Proposal of the plan was contemplated 
and confirmed by the Government of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina on 7 December 2011 
at the 28th meeting, and the House of Representatives of the Parliament of Federation of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina adopted it on 29 December 2011.  

At its 17th session held on 25 January 2017, House of Representatives of the Parliament of 
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina adopted the Amendments to the Proposal of Spatial Plan 
and after that, at its 18th session held on 9 February 2017, the House of Peoples of the Parliament 
of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina adopted the Proposal of Spatial Plan with 
amendments of the Government of Federation of BiH which became an integral part of the Plan.  

During the creation of planning documents, constant, continuous and updated communication 
was achieved through the procedure of public consultations and public presentations in the 
cantonal seat through which the alignment passes and during which requests for the change of 
alignment on multiple locations in comparison to the analytic and documentation basis.  

For choice of optimal alignment of the motorway on the area of Mostar South – Buna, four 
multicriteria analysis were conducted with several alignments that were proposed in the previous 
15 years.  

Alignment of the motorway from 2017 was chosen as the best compromise and it is directed 
towards satisfying the needs of the population, preserving natural values with the recognisable 
environment, increase of the degree of accessibility to material resources and goods, increase of 
availability to knowledge, scientific and cultural institutions, scientific and social protection, i.e. the 
provision of support to economic development with full environmental protection, i.e. preservation 
of the environment 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL POLICY 

To improve our communication with the interest groups, we developed a Plan of inclusion of 
interest groups containing requests related to the inclusion and publishing of information, details 
about the complaint mechanism referring to this project, a comprehensive list of identified interest 
groups and specific requests for communication containing details on methods of inclusion. 

Within the preparation of the project, a PACKAGE of environmental and social estimation was 
created for this section and it includes the measures for mitigation of established possible impacts 
and harmonisation with the requirements of the legislation in Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, EBRD Environmental and Social Performance Requirements (2014) and EU 
directives.  

These documents are available at our website and in our and the English language (the link for 
documents in our language: https://www.jpautoceste.ba/dokumentacija-prema-zahtjevima-

https://www.jpautoceste.ba/dokumentacija-prema-zahtjevima-evropske-bankeza-obnovu-i-razvitak-ebrd/


evropske-bankeza-obnovu-i-razvitak-ebrd/, the link for the documents in the English language: 
https://www.jpautoceste.ba/en/documentation-regarding-therequirements-of-european-bank-for-
reconstruction-and-development-ebrd/. 

Expropriation  

Based on the decision of the Government of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina on 
determining public interest for the section Mostar south – Buna, subsection Mostar south – Tunnel 
Kvanj published in the Official Gazette of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2018, JP 
Autoceste FBiH started the process of expropriation referring to the adopted alignment by 
publishing a public announcement in daily newspaper and on the website. 

The procedure of expropriation is led by the city of Mostar and JP Autoceste FBiH are just a party 
within the procedure. Experts in the area of civil engineering, traffic and agriculture appointed by 
the city conduct the estimation of the value. 

The procedure of expropriation is conducted in accordance with the Land acquisition and renewal 
of livelihood which we created for this section in accordance with the legislation of the Federation 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina and requirements of EBRD.  

The Plan contains an estimate of impacts related to the physical and/or economic movement of 
persons under the impact of the project and rights for compensation for different categories of 
persons and assets. In action to that, it foresees additional measures of help for certain vulnerable 
persons and households which we identified (such as the elderly) which will our company conduct 
in accordance with their specific needs which will be estimated separately for each case.  

JP Autoceste FBiH, being a user of expropriation in the previous procedure, repurchased 
somewhat more than 80% of the privately-owned land.  

Great level of expropriation and a small number of legal cases, the total number of two, indicates 
the fact that the population did not oppose the alignment but that they agreed to sign the decisions 
and received compensation and among them were owners of five houses that were repurchased 
during the procedure of expropriation. 

Out of the total number of 233 cases at the section, Mostar South-tunnel Kvanj, 80.69% or 188 
cases were completed. The high degree of expropriation, along with the minimal number of legal 
cases, the total number of two, indicates the fact that the population accepted the adopted 
alignment of the motorway and conditions under which the process of expropriation is taking 
place.  

Out of the aforementioned number of cases, the population of Serbian nationality was distributed 
in 114 cases and the agreement was made for 105 of them.  

Broj vlasnika/suvlasnika srpske nacionalnosti koji su sklopili sporazum je 254 od ukupano 473 
vlasnika/suvlasnika svih nacionalnosti.  

Environmental protection 
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The public discussion on the Environmental Impact Study Mostar South – tunnel Kvanj was held 
in Mostar on 14 September 2020. The Federal Ministry of Environment and Tourism issued an 
environmental permit on 17 February 2021. 

Special attention was devoted to the protection of the rivers Bune and Bunica. The biodiversity 
management plan describes the mitigation measures that will be covered with the main design: 

• There will be no construction activities on the riverbanks of rivers Buna and Bunica. Three 
bridges, Buna and Bunica, as well as an access bridge crossing the river Buna for the 
local population of Malo Polje, have to be built without disturbing the river bank.  

• Pillars and beams which will be used for supporting bridges have to be designed so that 
their foundations are outside both watercourses. This also refers to the additional bridge 
which will be built for the local population of Malo Polje.  

• Regulating rivers Buna and Bunica and their river banks is not allowed as well as mixing 
natural watercourses of rivers. 

• Install two additional oil separators on bridges on Buna and Bunica.  

• Install one oil separator on the toll station at the parking lot.  

• Install protective panels for birds in settlements Ortiješ and Lakševina whose total length 
is 1,600 m on both sides of the road to prevent birds clashing vehicles.  

• Build at least two open fauna canals in the area of Malo Polje and Hodbina to ensure the 
exchange of genes of terrestrial fauna species in those areas.  

• Use of grass field used by greater short-toed lark is strictly forbidden, the prohibition 
includes all construction activities and traffic. 

• Plan the total number of at least 11 oil separators 10 of which will be placed along the 
motorway alignment and two oil separators will be placed at the bridges Buna and Bunica 
(in addition to oil separators that were already planned to be placed at those locations),  
and at least one oil separator at the toll station. Oil separators are chosen and installed in 
accordance with the EN 858-1 and EN 858-2 standards. 

PROTECTION OF CULTURAL, HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL HERITAGE  

 

Before every construction of sections on the Corridor Vc, JP Autoceste FBiH engages expert staff 
from competent institutions which conduct an archaeological survey on the motorway alignment 
to preserve possible archaeological treasures of Bosnia and Herzegovina i.e. to eliminate every 
possibility of destroying the cultural and historical heritage of Bosnia and Herzegovina.  

According to the agreement between the JP Autoceste Federacije BiH and the Federal Ministry 
of Culture and Sport, whose part is the Institute for the Protection of Monuments, preventive 
archaeological surveys are conducted. When the contracting agreement is concluded, the 
procedure for the management of accidental archaeological discoveries will be carried out before 
the beginning of the construction works. 

 

BENEFITS FOR THE LOCAL COMMUNITIES  

JP Autoceste FBiH’s practise of many years on the entire area of the Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, where the Corridor Vc is being built, is to invest into the local community through 
the projects of construction of the motorway and thus we try to make the construction of the 
motorway impact the improvement of the quality of life of local communities through which 
Corridor Vc passes. 



During the start of the construction works, JP Autoceste signed the Agreement on Friendly 
Surroundings with the municipalities and the contractor. This agreement most often resolves the 
issues of construction and reconstruction of local roads, construction and reconstruction of utility 
infrastructure of the local communities.  

Preparation of the agreement referring to the section of the motorway Mostar South – tunnel Kvanj 
is in progress. Representatives of the local communities, as well as some non-governmental 
organisations already delivered their harmonised requests that were included in the tender 
documents referring to the construction of this motorway section.  

For example, one of the benefits for the local community Ortiješ/Lakševine which was harmonised 
with the representatives of Serbs is the realisation of the construction of access road for the local 
community, the road leading from Gnojnica, across Ortiješ to Kosor is the first step towards the 
improvement of the quality of life of this local community. Namely, the road from Gnojnica to Kosor 
will be built parallel to the motorway and it will enable a new and better approach to all land lots 
in those settlements. 

 

INFORMING, COMMUNICATION AND VISIBILITY 

While the project on Corridor Vc was carried out, JP Autoceste FBiH made sure to conduct 
measures of informing, communication and visibility whose goal is to raise the awareness of target 
groups of the project and the general public about the goals and results of activities of the project. 

 

Legal duty:  

• In November 2011, a public discussion was held in Mostar and was organised by the 
Federal Ministry of Physical Planning  

• In November 2011, a public discussion was held in Sarajevo and was organised by the 
Parliamentary Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Committee on Transport and 
Communications). 

• In January 2017, the presentation of the section was held in Blagaj and it was organised 
by JP Autoceste FBiH.  

• In August 2018, JP Autoceste FBiH published a visualisation of the section of the 
alignment on their YouTube channel https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrNtexj639E 

• In August 2020, a public discussion referring to the assessment of the Study on Estimate 
of Environmental Impact and Waste Management Plan Referring to the Construction of 
the Subsection on the Corridor Vc Mostar South - Tunnel Kvanj was held in Mostar and 
was organised by the Federal Ministry of Environment and Tourism 

Press clipping:  

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/odrzan-sastanak-s-gradonacelnikom-mostara-
podrska-izgradnji-autoceste-na-poddionici-ostar-jug-tunel-kvanj/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/predstavnici-srba-povratnika-grada-mostara-iskazali-
punu-porsku-izgradnji-poddionice-mostar-jug-tunel-kvanj/ 
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• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/odrzan-sastanak-predstavnika-jp-autoceste-fbih-i-
predstavnika-mz-blagaj/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Obavje%c5%a1tenje-za-
javnost-JP-Autoceste-u-vezi-sa-napretkom-na-aktivnostima-prije-gradnje-dionice-
autoceste-Mostar-jug-Tunel-Kvanj.pdf 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/objavljen-tender-za-izgradnju-poddionice-mostar-jug-
tunel-kvanj/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/javna-rasprava-ocjena-studije-o-procijeni-uticaja-na-
okolis-i-plana-upravljanja-otpadom-za-izgradnju-poddionice-na-koridoru-vc-
mostar-jug-tunel-kvanj/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/javni-interes-za-izgradnju-dionice-mostar-sjever-
mostar-jug-i-tunela-prenj-na-koridoru-vc/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/objava-studije-utjecaja-na-okolis-za-poddionicu-
autoceste-na-koridoru-vc-mostar-jug-tunel-kvanj-92-km/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/stvarne-brojke-eksproprijacije-na-poddionici-mostar-
jug-tunel-kvanj/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/do-sada-u-otkup-zemljista-za-autocestu-mostar-jug-
kvanj-ulozeno-14-miliona-km/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/analiza-protuminskih-akcija-2018-dionica-mostar-jug-
buna/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/objavljen-javni-oglas-radi-sporazumnog-pribavljanja-
nekretnina-za-izgradnju-dionice-mostar-jug-buna-poddionica-mostar-jug-tunel-
kvanj-na-na-koridoru-vc/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/vise-od-polovine-zakljucenih-sporazuma-sa-
gradjanima-bez-ijedne-zalbe-na-rjesenja-ili-prigovora-na-naknadu-za-
eksproprisano-zemljiste/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/poddionica-tunel-kvanj-buna-ociscena-od-minsko-
eksplozivnih-sredstava-i-spremana-za-izgradnju/ 

• https://www.jpautoceste.ba/jp-autoceste-fbih-nisu-odlucivale-o-trasi-autoputa/ 
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